
Wild Fire Lyrics 

Ignite the Flame 

It just feels like someone ripped my heart out of my chest 

Like there’s a darkness that’s been coursing through my veins for so long that I don’t know anything else 

I can’t ever be good enough, I can’t ever get this right 

And now I’m burning up, I’m consuming myself and everything around me 

When will it stop? How far will it spread? How long until I just Explode? 

 

Wild Fire 

Just turn around and run 
‘Cause a fire starts on everything I touch 
This spark’s now out of control 
And I’m burning everyone I love 
Screaming at the skies above 
These ashes torment my soul 
 
This wild fire  
Won’t stop it’s spreading far and wide 
This wild fire 
Prevents all rest it burns at night 
This burning spire 
Can’t be snuffed don’t you dare try 
This wild fire 
Boils my blood, consumes my life 
 
Circumvent the less than better circumstance 
Discontent for feelings that I disconnect  
Running away from these emotions that I feel inside 
Sick to my stomach suicidal dose of cyanide 
 
This wild fire  
Won’t stop it’s spreading far and wide 
This wild fire 
Prevents all rest it burns at night 
This burning spire 
Can’t be snuffed don’t you dare try 
This wild fire 
Boils my blood, consumes my life 
 
Winds pick up, embers begin to catch 
I’ll burn these bridges add fuel that will detach 
Left all alone, I’ve scorched all life and land 
Fire licks off this tongue with words that fan 
 
So hold your tongue give thought to what you have spoke 
The lethality which breeds can suffocate and choke 



Once inhaled, feel it take hold and billow 
And once it clears, all that’s left is land unknown 
 

 

 

 

 

Razorblades 

Empty bottles and razor blades, for days 
I cut myself but I don’t feel the pain, anyway 
I feel the pressure build behind my eyes 
I feel the pressure about to blow my fucking mind 
 
I feel the pressure building up inside my core 
Please help me out ‘cause I can't take it anymore 
I can’t go back to what the fuck I was before 
My emotions are at constant fucking war 
 
The nights are getting longer 
Temptations getting stronger 
I can't escape this feeling 
Weakened knees and heavy breathing 
 
Insanity will take me 
Reality is fading 
My body won’t stop shaking 
I let the bottle break me 
 
Empty bottles and razor blades, for days 
I used to think life was just a game, I'm amazed 
My life is nothing more than just a waste 
All I am is a fucking waste of space 
 
I feel the pressure building up inside my core 
Please help me out ‘cause I can't take it anymore 
I can’t go back to what the fuck I was before 
My emotions are at constant fucking war 
 
The nights are getting longer 
Temptations getting stronger 
I can't escape this feeling 
Weakened knees and heavy breathing 
 
Insanity will take me 
Reality is fading 
My body won’t stop shaking 
I let the bottle break me 



The nights are getting longer 
Temptations getting stronger 
I can't escape this feeling 
Weakened knees and heavy breathing 
 
Insanity will take me 
Reality is fading 
My body won’t stop shaking 
I let the bottle break me 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Green Eyes 

Late nights, all alone 
I always feel so lonely 
Street lights guide me home 
Deep breath, nice and slowly 
 
I feel so empty inside 
It's hard to unwind when you're sick in the mind 
I feel so empty inside 
Get with the times when there's nowhere to hide 
 

Your green eyes 
Under the starlight 
Shine through the darkest nights 
I hope you realize 
I want to be with you 
This feeling feels so true 
Everything that I do 
Girl, I do for you 
 
Sometimes, I can’t speak 
I always feel so lonely 
My knees feel so weak 
Whenever you're around me 
 
Breathe life back into these veins 
I had something to say I had something to say 
Your eyes they light the way 
Here's to better tomorrows and hopeful today’s 
 
Your green eyes 



Under the starlight 
Shine through the darkest nights 
I hope you realize 
I want to be with you 
This feeling feels so true 
Everything that I do 
Girl, I do for you 
 
The flames been reignited 
Most days are cold and frightening 
This warmth gives me the strength 
To find a way, to find a way 
 
The road ahead seems brighter 
I hold my head up higher 
And now I have the strength 
To find a way, I’ll find a way 
 
Your green eyes 
Under the starlight 
Shine through the darkest nights 
I hope you realize 
I want to be with you 
This feeling feels so true 
Everything that I do 
Girl, I do for you 
 

 

 

Fear the Future 

Just dig our tombs ‘cause you’ve gone and all but sealed our doom 
Collision course there’s no way that we gon’ make it through 
All we do is take and take we seem to just assume 
It’s not our problem we’ll just let someone go and exhume 
 
Til the last drop, we’ll plague this world there’s some that do detest 
some give up as if there’s no way that we could course correct 
But if we stand together could we begin to mend? 
This world’s all we got there’s no time to bend 
 
Fear no more we’re living with these scars 
Live once more this makes us who we are 
Fear no more this battle tears us apart 
Live once more for the future, let’s make it ours 
 
Will we collapse like the melting ice caps? 
Or become victim of the weight of the inactive mass? 
A global scale, billions are about to relapse 



Our violent tendencies are burning up how can it last? 
 
Something is in the air but I can’t seem to place it 
Are we the ones who let it slip by so complacent? 
This depression has lead us to become vacant 
Please wake us up so we can start to make some changes 
 
Fear no more we’re living with these scars 
Live once more this makes us who we are 
Fear no more this battle tears us apart 
Live once more for the future, let’s make it ours 
 

 
Our heads buried so deep 
Can we seek to reprieve 
Shall we live on the edge 
Shall we simply condemn 
 

Our heads buried so deep 
Can we seek to reprieve 
Shall we live on the edge 
Shall we simply condemn 
 
Our heads buried so deep 
Can we seek to reprieve 
Shall we live on the edge 
Shall we simply condemn 
 

 

Poison IV 

Inject me, defect me 
Loss of control, begin taking its toll 
Caught in these vines  
no way to break free 
 
Just listen, this prison 
Wraps around my arms, where do I start 
Runs through my veins,  
coursing just like ivy 
 
Entangled in these vines 
These thoughts can’t just be mine 
 
The poison starts to sink in 
Clouds in your mind will thicken 
The poison starts to kick in 
Your heart rate starts to quicken 



Begging for your help, feeling so unwell, now I’m stuck here in hell 
All the days are a blur no more can I be sure 
Every step is an earthquake, conversation leaves heartbreak 
ensnared in your ivy 
 
My sickness, needs fixing 
I don’t know how long I could keep going on 
Struggle each day 
Feel my grave digging deeper 
Let’s change fate, resuscitate 
This can’t be the end, I’ll fight Til the last breath 
I’ll find a way 
These thoughts are the reaper  
 
The poison starts to sink in 
Clouds in your mind will thicken 
The poison starts to kick in 
Your heart rate starts to quicken 
Begging for your help, feeling so unwell, now I’m stuck here in hell 
All the days are a blur no more can I be sure 
Every step is an earthquake, conversation leaves heartbreak 
ensnared in your ivy 
 

 
Set me free before the vines settle in 
Feels like a disease they start to tighten 
Let, me, wake 
End, night, mares 
This shall cease this sentence has reached its end 
Sick of feeling like my life I’m sleep walking 
Let, me, wake 
End, night, mares 
 
The poison starts to sink in 
Clouds in your mind will thicken 
The poison starts to kick in 
Your heart rate starts to quicken 
Begging for your help, feeling so unwell, now I’m stuck here in hell 
All the days are a blur no more can I be sure 
Every step is an earthquake, conversation leaves heartbreak 
ensnared in your ivy 
 
Let, me, wake 
End, night, mares 
Let, me, wake 
End, night, mares 

 
 


